Winterfest 2014 – Toy Descriptions
Playskool Learnimals Count with Me
Garaffalaff
Ages 6 to 36 months
Learning numbers, colors and other new skills
is more fun for your little buddy when she has
a giraffe friend, and that's why we made the
Count With Me Giraffalaff toy! The toy's more
than 25 sound effects, tunes and phrases
make learning fun, and the beads help her to
count up to 5. As your little one slides the
beads, the toy announces how many she's
moved and reinforces her learning with
corresponding lights. She can learn from the
toy in English or Spanish! For hours of big
learning fun, the Count With Me Giraffalaff
toy is the best buddy you or your child can
have!

Playskool Poppin’ Park Learn ‘n Pop Lion
Ages 9 months and up
Who knew that lions could count? Well this
lion not only counts to ten, he does it in 4
different languages, and soon your child may
be able to count along with him. You can help
her put the balls in the lion’s belly, then press
the tail and the balls will go popping as the
lion counts! This teaches her how to count
and exposes her to new languages all while
making her laugh and chase balls. This toy
also teaches Fine Motor Skills, Gross Motor
Skills and Speech & Language.
• LEARN ’N POP LION toy offers put ’n take
ball play!
• Balls go in the lion’s mouth or belly, then
pop out!
• Toy counts each ball in 4 languages –
English, Spanish, French and Mandarin!
• Music and lights!
• Easy-grasp handle.
• Includes 3 colorful balls.




Fisher Price Mickey’s Tractor Toss
Ages 24 months to 6 years
"Help Mickey Mouse round up all his farmanimal friends with this fun animal-tossin’
tractor! Mickey's Tractor Toss comes with
Mickey in his cute farmer outfit, his tractor,
and 2 rolling Animal Rounds. Place Mickey in
the tractor and help him round up all of his
farm animal friends. Once an animal is in the
tractor hands, pull the lever back and watch
the animals go flying back into his trailer!
You'll also hear silly tractor and animal sound
effects






Farmville Hungry Hungry Herd Game
Ages 4 and up
Now you can bring the fun and friendly world
of FARMVILLE home with the HUNGRY
HUNGRY HERD game! It’s the classic play of
HUNGRY HUNGRY HIPPOS, updated with four
new animals from ZYNGA’S FARMVILLE online
game. Each animal has a favorite food, but it
will gobble up anything it can get!
You can choose from four animals to play:
Gobbling Horse, Munching Pig, Snacking
Sheep or Chomping Cow. Each has a favorite
color food that you sort into its feeding
trough. Then it’s time for the feeding frenzy
to begin! Quickly push down your animal’s
tail to start munching. If your animal eats the
most marbles, you win! The game also
includes 50 Farm Cash for parents to enjoy in
ZYNGA’S FARMVILLE online game.
Star Wars Deluxe Vehicle (assorted styles)
Ages 3 and up
When we think of Star Wars, we always think
of the great starfighters and iconic ships. Now
we’ve created some of your favorites for your
little ones. With easy-hold handles and simple
to activate features, these ships will soon
become favorites in your child’s space
adventures. Each ship includes two figures.
This toy also helps encourage development of
Fine Motor Skills, Gross Motor Skills, Social &
Emotional Development, Imagination and
Cognitive Learning.

Ariel Water Park Bath Set
Ages 3 and up
Life under the sea is a magical adventure for
Ariel, and this bath-time play set is proof!
Girls will love playing with all the features:
two glittery slides for the mermaid to race
down; a fountain that showers down water
from the tub; a spinning seashell throne; and
a wading pool for splashing and lounging. The
set attaches to the tub with suction cups for
easy bath-time play. Includes an Ariel small
doll.

Spiderman Stunt Cycle
Ages 4 and up

To protect the innocent and fight crime,
SPIDER-MAN sometimes needs more than his
web-slinging skills. This SPIDER-MAN figure
comes with a cool ride that battles both on
the road and over it! The Stunt Launch Spider
Cycle can launch with the power of Power
Webs from the ramp, and it can do deathdefying stunt landings with the included
Rocket Ring! When the battle calls for
firepower, load one of the missiles into the
Spider Cycle's missile launcher. Then flex and
fire for awesome web-blasting action against
the forces of evil! Blast off for crime-fighting
Power Webs action with the Stunt Launch
Spider Cycle!
Spider Cycle comes with Power Webs figure,
ramp, missile launcher, 2 firing missiles,
removable Rocket Ring and instructions.

Polly Pocket House Playset
Ages 4 and up
Polly's house is full of all the unexpected and
amazing things you'd expect from a girl like
Polly. Three-story includes hiding places for
her friends, slides as well as stairs, a fish tank
that doubles as a flat screen TV, a closet for
all her fashions, and an indoor working swing.



Mini Hockey Goal Set
Ages 4 and up
The Sherwood NHL Mini Hockey Goal Set is
the ideal mini hockey set to bring on hockey
tournaments, because it's easy to assemble
and transport. Sherwood’s mini hockey goal is
great for indoor knee hockey.
Includes:
 1 PVC Goal with White Nylon Nets featuring
NHL team logos that wrap around the posts
and crossbar. Goal dimensions are 30.5" W
x 21" H
 2 Plastic NHL Straight Blade Mini Sticks with
NHL shield logo on the blades (stick size 14"
heel to toe)
 1 (Blue) Foam Hockey Ball

Unicorn and Journal Set
Ages 3 and up
Beautiful stuffed unicorn more than two feet
long by one foot high.
Includes journal and stickers.

\

Spiderman Operation Game
Ages 6 and up
Operation Spider-Man Edition Board Game
proves it's not easy being a super hero...and
Spider-Man has 11 pesky ailments to prove it!
So grab those tweezers, Doc, and get to work!
Can you fix his Webbed Foot, Spider Cents,
Radioactive Spider Bite and more without
setting off the buzzer? Earn cash for every
successful 'operation.' When Spider-Man's all
patched up, the richest doctor wins the
game! Your favorite silly skill game just added
super-heroic excitement! Help your favorite
web-slinger get back in action keeping villains
at bay. But make one wrong move and your
electronic Gameboard will sound the alarm!
Inkoos
Ages 3 and up

Shine on with blingoo inkoos – the most
dazzling inkoos of all! Known for their love of
all things sparkly, you can glam them up with
glitter and gems – the shinier the better!
Design and decorate any way you like, then
follow the washing instructions inside and
you can bling all over again.
Each blingoo character includes 3 washable
markers with a cool clip-on design, plus 4
glitter glue pens and a sheet of sparkly gems!
If you can think it, you can BLING it! Choose
from 4 styles. Machine washable.

Laser Pegs Construction Set
Ages 7 and up
This award-winning, patented construction
set will dazzle your imagination! Connect one
Laser PegsTM piece to the power base and a
low-voltage current is fed to each subsequent
piece that is attached, creating a glow-as-yougo building experience. Design and build your
own crazy creation, or duplicate one of 13
illustrated models, like the Monster Bug or
the Baja Jumper. Bright LED lights will run for
100,000 hours-the equivalent of 11 years of
nonstop illumination! Batteries included.
Ultimate Scrapbook
Ages 6 and up
Includes everything you need! 1 scrapbook, 4
printed pages, 2 punchout shapes, 2 sticker
sheets, 1 pen, 1 glue stick, 1 wavy edge
scissor, 1 cd, and instructions.

Snowboarder Snowtube
Ages 7 and up







New clear top snow tube
Unique dual layer graphics for 3D effect
4 heavy-duty colour-coordinated handles
Extra heavy-duty vinyl construction
Special K-80 Cold-Crack additive to help
withstand the extreme cold



Fashion Design Artist Tote
Ages 8 and up
Includes 10 markers, 25 sketch sheets,
design guide.
Fashion Sketch Portfolio with 7 stencil
sheets and 40 sketch sheets.
inside an accordion-style artist case.

Shark Attax Skateboard
Ages 8 and up
Skateboard measures 30 x 10 x 6 inches.

Sketching Kit
Ages 10 and up
Discover the artist within . . . This all inclusive
set provides the material to discover the joy
of expressing yourself creatively. You will find
a thoughtful selection of art supplies, and an
expert guide to learning the fine art of
sketching. You will learn how to sketch still
life, landscape and portraiture with proven
step-by-step demonstrations. Together, this
kit gives you everything you need for
unending artistic invention. This kit includes:
full color instructional book by Philip Berrill; 1
graphite pencil; 4 tubes of watercolor paint; 4
photo frame cards with envelopes; 2 natural
hair brushes; 1 charcoal pencil; 1 sepia
drawing pencil; 1 felt sketching pen; 1 paper
sump; 1 pencil sharpener; 1 kneaded eraser;
1 watercolor palette; one 11 x 9.5 inch sketch
pad; one 4 x 6 inch sketch pad; 1 sandpaper
block.

Battleship Game
Ages 7 and up
Battleship is the classic naval combat game
that brings together competition, strategy,
and excitement. In head-to-head battle, you
search for the enemy’s fleet of ships and
destroy them one by one. No ship is safe in
this game of stealth and suspense. Try to
protect your own fleet while you annihilate
your opponent’s. It’s a battle that you must
win! Feel the authentic thrill of the battle
when you wage war on the high seas in the
game of Battleship. Take charge and
command your own fleet to defeat the
enemy. With convenient portable battle cases
and realistic naval crafts, Battleship puts you
right in the middle of the action. It’s a full-out
assault. Position your ships strategically to
survive the relentless strikes. Then target
your opponent’s ships and wipe them out.
You know you can do it!
Includes 2 portable battle cases, 10 plastic
ships, 84 red “hit” pegs, 168 white “miss”
pegs, label sheet, instructions.

Bracelets Tote Combo
Ages 8 and up
Includes two bracelet kits.
Friendship Bracelet Kit: Mix, match and share
with your friends! Use the friendship wheel to
create different pattern bracelets. This kit will
make up to 20 colorful bracelets. Includes
easy to follow instructions.
Daisy Chains Beaded Kit: Create 20+ groovy
bracelets with the Fashion Angels Daisy
Chains Beaded Bracelet Kit. This set has
1,000+ metallic, transparent, iridescent, and
different shapes of beads in cool color
combinations for you to create boho-glam
daisy chain bracelets. Use the easy to follow
instructions to create extra fun flower
bracelet. Stack them all on your wrists or
share with your friends.

Electronic Pinball
Ages 12 and up

This Totes tabletop pinball game has double
flipper control and electronic scoring. It will
provide hours of gaming fun!







Enjoy hours of competition excitement
Double flipper control
Automatic electronic scoring
Spring action bumper
Realistic lights and sounds
Batteries included

Scientific Explorer Ultimate Spa and Perfume
Kit
Ages 9 and up
Science can be cool. The Ultimate Spa and
Perfume Kit includes everything kids need for
a complete spa experience! Using natural
ingredients, kids create bath oils, oatmeal
soap, foaming baths, bath balms, and more.
Kids will also earn about aroma therapy as
they blend five different kinds of perfume.
Perfect for spa parties, sleep overs, and rainy
days! This set includes oats, citric acid, sea
salt, baking soda, bentonite clay, an eye
mask, a plastic spatula, a pipette, 5 empty
bottles with caps, French vanilla essential oil,
Caribbean coconut essential oil, sweet
strawberry essential oil, 2 plastic jars and an
instruction guide. Adult supervision
recommended. Scientific Explorer is the
industry leader in fun, educational and
activity-based science kits loved by both
parents and children.

